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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------------------- 

The methods of communication of invisible information have become need in the today’s digital era.  The 
network connectivity and high speed devices made easy passing massive data instantly. As boom of the huge data 

transmission has taken place due to easy use of the technology, the protection of the data has become prime issue. 

Steganography hides messages inside some other digital media. Cryptography, on the other hand obscures the 

content of the message. We proposed a novel integration of an incorporating text and image steganography to 

find a solution for improve security and protect data. The proposed methods shows a high level of efficiency and 

robustness by combining text and image which involves the scheme of discrete wavelet transformation combining 

text and image by secretly embeds encrypted secrete message text data (cipher text) or text image in the content 

of a digital image. A comparative study of the different techniques has been illustrated by computing Mean 

square error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapidly increase of information technology and the 

growth of digital technologies in information hiding via 

multimedia have enhanced the access to digital data. It 

enables the reliability of the techniques to achieve the 

efficiency and accuracy of data processing, data storage, 

retrieval, control, transfer, protect and secure the 

information. The processing of communication via digital 

forms such as text, image, audio and video has reinvent 

itself by new technologies and applications that make it 

easy to the third party to access the contents of digital 

media and obtain the illegal protection. Data exchange 

over the networks (the Internet or LANs), however, has 

opened doors to a large number of security threats as it is 

easily accessible anywhere [1-3]. Thus, it was long 

thought to secure the confidentiality of the intended 

message and humans started to seek ways to secure the 

data. Securing the communication of intellectual property 

and providing protection for digital data in distributed 

system have drawn a lot of attention nowadays. Hence, it 

poses a novel challenge for researchers. 

II. BACKGROUND OF STEGANOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES 

The general idea in the steganography is of hiding some 

information in digital content. It is invisible 

communication over the channel. Visually seen 

information in the form of image content the information 

and usually concealed by the observer. A particular case of 

information hiding is digital watermarking. Digital 

watermarking is the process of embedding information 

into digital multimedia content such that the watermark 

can later be extracted or detected for a diversity of 

purposes including copy prevention and control. Digital 

watermarking has become an active and important area of 

research. In watermarking applications like copyright 

protection and authentication, there is an active opponent 

that would attempt to remove, invalidate or forge 

watermarks. In information hiding there is no such active 

adversary as there is no value associated with the act of 

removing the information hidden in the content. 

Nevertheless, information hiding techniques need to be 

robust against accidental distortions. Unlike information 

hiding and digital watermarking, the main goal of 

steganography is to communicate securely in an absolutely 

untraceable manner.  

 

Steganography Enhancement Techniques share the 

important goal, to secure, maximizing the capacity, robust 

and imperceptibility of the stego channel. 

The techniques of Steganography classified as follows: 

2.1 Spatial Domain: 

The processing is applied on the image pixel values 

directly or by modifying the pixel values. (Bit plane , LSB, 

Palette-based methods) 

2.2 Frequency Domain: 

The first step is to transform the image data into frequency 

domain coefficients by some mathematical tools. Then 

according to the different data characteristics generated by 

these transforms, embed the data into the coefficients in 

frequency domain.  

The transform domains of steganography scheme’s 
objective are to achieve a better balance between 

robustness, security and fidelity than the spatial domain 

schemes. 
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III. INTRODUCTION TO DWT BASED ON 

STEGANOGRAPHY 

Wavelets are mathematical functions that divide 

continuous time signal data into different frequency 

components. A wavelet is a localized change of a sound 

signal in 1-D or localized variations of detail in an image 

in 2-D. The DCT has a long history of showing its 

appropriateness for information hiding applications. The 

secret message can be embedded in the higher level 

frequencies, which are not as perceptible to the human 

eye, by reaching the wavelet coefficients in the HL and 

LH detail sub-bands.  

Discrete Wavelet Transformation Steganography: 

i. Many different schemes proposed and have been 

effectively utilized as a powerful tool in many 

diverse fields. 

ii. It is applied to entire image or to it’s subparts of 
its coefficients by some mathematical tools. 

iii. The operating in the transform domain Compared 

to the spatial domain is more  secure and robust 

to visual or statistical attacks 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

 
 

 

Fig.4.1: shows the overall view of the proposed system 

 

i. Steganography enhancement of the proposed 

system that's based on the Discrete Wavelet 

Transform (DWT), which focuses on how to 

enhance the security communication and 

robustness of the secret data by combining text 

and image of the hiding technique approaches 

such as text, Ciphertext, biometric data and 

embedding and extracting process.  

ii. Steganography methods 

a. Embedding (Hide) 

b. Extracting (retrieve) 

iii. Steganography architectural design 

a. Cover object  

b. Secret message (text, Cipher text, text 

image, image, biometrics ) 

c. Embedding  process 

d. Extracting process  

V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Experimental work is carried out and implemented in the 

JPEG, Bitmap in the color and gray scale images and was 

resized to 512×512 with various types of content images, 

performed by embedding and extracting an actual bit-

stream. The unnoticeable visual difference after 

embedding is a good indicator of the proposed method. 

secret messages (like text, cipher text, text image, and 

biometrics) Several kinds of distortion including 

unintentional attacks such as JPEG compression, filtering, 

and noising as well as intentional attacks such as cropping, 

rotation was performed on the stego images. We tested the 

performance of the present algorithms such as LSB, DCT 

and DWT on these database images with various quality 

measurements like MSE, PSNR and NC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aim of our study is to ensure the security and 

robustness of the proposed algorithm. It is analyzed by 

measuring the differences of the cover image and stage 

image through MSE, PSNR and NC by using the 

techniques of LSB, DCT and DWT. 

The improved results shown in the form of PSNR are 

given, where the result of LSB technique obtained the 

average between (30 – 45) db. The result of DCT 

technique obtained the average between (45 – 60) db and 

the result of DWT technique obtained the average between 

(45 – 85) db and above.  

The PSNR values of different file formats, (color BMP, 

Color JPG, Gray BMP, Gray JPG) in a various Images of 

the size, (512×512) pixel, for the techniques LSB, DCT 

and DWT have been tested 
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Lena image has improved the value of PSNR above 60 db 

reveals that PSNR value of the proposed system is greater 

than other techniques mentioned in the tables. In the Lena 

image of different format as color JPG of LSB technique 

obtained 47.2564, DCT obtained 57.1256 and DWT 

73.7188 indicating that the DWT value of PSNR has 

greater than LSB and DCT. In color of BMP of LSB 

technique obtained 45.1242, DCT obtained 46.3541 and 

DWT obtained 74.5857, it also reveals that the DWT value 

of PSNR has greater than LSB and DCT. In Gray Scale of 

JPG of LSB technique obtained 43.1842, DCT obtained 

57.2541 and DWT obtained 99.0. In Gray Scale of BMP 

of LSB technique obtained 41.0564, DCT obtained 

57.6106 and DWT obtained 66.8151, that reveals the 

improvement in DWT technique of PSNR value. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, the result discussed and interpreted 

through experimental work has accomplished by DWT 

and shows the effectiveness and robustness of the 

proposed system that enhances security system by 

combining text and image. The proposed work uses 

metrics such as PSNR, MSE and NC to judge the 

existence of secret message between the original and stego 

image, where a high PSNR and low MSE indicates that the 

stego image is closer to the original image. The 

effectiveness and efficiency can be enhanced in the way of 

capacity, Security and robustness. However to develop the 

healthy and unique robust methods for various kinds of 

media content format using DWT need to explore more for 

different format and size of images. 
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Table 5.1, Fig 5.1: The PSNR of different file formats (color BMP, Color JPG, Gray BMP, Gray JPG) of Home Image 

(512×512) pixel for LSB, DCT and DWT 

 

 

Table 5.2, Fig 5.2: The MSE of different file formats (color BMP, Color JPG, Gray BMP, Gray JPG) of Home Image 

(512×512) pixel for LSB, DCT and DWT 
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Table5.3, Fig 5.3: The NC of different file formats (color BMP, Color JPG, Gray BMP, Gray JPG) of Lena Image 

(512×512) pixel for LSB, DCT and DWT 
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